
Than farther – so will be more interesting… 

In terms, when Ministry of education and science (MES) of Ukraine promotes 

requirements to the guarantors and members of working group, the educational 

programs, bread-winners of scientific degrees, the editorial college of magazine is 

nothing remains how to be advanced to the receipt of the greatest stages of confession 

on the level of world scientific association. Already the next number of magazine will 

present the articles, which will have more whimsical terms to scientific maintenance 

and substantial novelty, and also to which will get the positive results of passing of the 

independent double criticizing. All of it will approach us together with our authors to 

passing to the category of "B". And whatever barriers arose up on our movement to the 

forward, us nothing will stop, because we together with the authors, readers, official and 

unofficial opponents everything will overcome and will become winners, which will 

attain all terms and indexes of editions, which can pass to the category of "А".  

On a way to confession already it is much done and we notarize all our authors, 

that the editorial board of magazine gives and will give to all our supporters and 

partners of maximal support and help in taking of the articles to the perfect requirements 

of modern economic science in relation to opening of theoretical, empiric and applied 

aspects of research, with the purpose of its indexation in the whimsical scientifical and 

metrical bases of Scopus and Web of Science. 

And whatever most research workers criticized irrelevance of today's reforms and 

alterations of Ukrainian scientific professional editions, which is offered MES of 

Ukraine; however we are ready to the modern calls, to equal in rights competitive 

activity and whimsical scientific tests. We know and able to do it, because a new 

editorial board which will appear in a next number has in the composition those world 

research workers which are acknowledged in their countries, and their articles are 

indexed in world scientifically-metrical bases. Only all together, in the process of 

fruitful perfect labor we will be able to lead to the authorial articles, and our edition to 

the best perception by a scientific association and to promote quoting. And exactly 

motion in this direction - must interest all our supporters. Therefore, we are well came 

to attach to general work. We are ready to accept and examine any suggestions on the 

pages of our magazine, because only by direct and reverse connections, taking every 

critical and appropriate remark into attention, it is possible to support the internal 

potential and accumulate energies for high-quality scientific achievements. 
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